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How to write a summary report for lcvp in vietnam. Without some specific guidelines, it is hard to interact responsibly
with other editors who have differing. How to.

Although their nomenclature was changed, the problems of the hamlets remained basically the same in
November-adequate defense against the enemy. The distribution of the 59 M-1 carbines received by CTG 
Both crews were rescued without loss of life and the remaining swifts arrived at a safe haven off Coastal
Group 36 at Long Phu. In times of war, the civilian population In Vietnam has always suffered from the
destruction surrounding them. The Barrier Reef commander instituted a twofold Strik-! The allies reported
that two VC were. Rocket ambushes and mining attempts continued to plague the waterborne units assigned to
Solid Anchor, but the frequency of. The national. The nomenclature of the two hamlets adjoining the Solid
Anchor complex underwent another change in November. The treacherous currents of South Vietnam's small
rivers and streams claimed the lives of several U. An old man living at VS on the Grand Canal reported tLat
VC had ordered him not to stray more than 50 meters from his hootch as the entire area was booby trapped.
The landing party discovered two men hiding in a ditch, one of whom tossed a grenade at the group, wounding
the Vietnamese. Nine VNN personnel and one U. The Viet Cong apparently carefully monitor all U. Solid
Anchor units scored a smashing victory against thee ei'emy 4 on 22 November. There were three rocket
ambushes which resulted in minor damage to LSSL "and PCF and two mining incidents which caused
moderate damage to A and minor damage to A and T Navy advisor were wounded in these attacks, but
fortunately their wounds were minor. He had two other VC working for him and reported to a "" Viet Cong
captain on the hull numbers and types of boats on the canai each night. This battalion was responsible for 61
enemy -' KIA and 10 captured as well as the capture of a large number of weapons and supplies in the two
months it spent at Solid Anchor AO. The national poli'e also reported that the VC has forced the local
population to inform on the location of U. VADM J. A mid-June intelligence report indicated that the
guerrillas had ordered inhabitants in the Phuoc Xuyen vicinity to do away with their dogs as they often barked
and compromised Viet Gong positions. During interrogation by the national police at Phuoc Xuyen, the
year-old suspect admitted to being a communist from Hanoi who had lived in the village for six years. King,
Jr. While newspapers around the wlrldi were telling of the unsuccessful' attempt to liberate U. Viet Cong
intimidation continued at a high pace along the border areas despite these efforts. Two VC were also captured
along with numerous documents in the raid. CTG 6 


